


December g'h,2021,

Village of Dobbs Ferry

Attn: Tree Commission

RE: Tree Removal at Weld Residence

60 Washington Ave. Dobbs Ferry NY 10522

To whom it may concern,

Tigre Tree Care has been contracted by the Welds' to remove 12 dead or endangering trees in

their landscape.

Below is the arborist evaluation of each of the trees applied for documented as valid reasons for

removal of the trees in the landscape. Ultimately the trees should be removed because of the intolerable

risk they pi'esent to the client's and neighbor's lifu and pi"operty. The trees are listed in a#er of caming

up the driveway from the entrance on Washington Avenue.

1. Norway Maple-40" DBH-This species is considered invasive by NYSDEC. This tree is located along

the edge of the driveway with limited root space on the driveway side. The tree has extensive

decay at the base and is in poor health and structure . The tree poses a risk to cars, structures

and people, with the potentialto create unsafe inaccessibility conditions.

?. Black Locust-20" DBH-This tree has very large columns of decay, has sapwood rot and is located

precariously over the driveway. The tree poses risk to cars, structures and people, with potential

tc create unsafu inaccessibility conditions.

3. Norway Maple-20" DBH-This species is considered invasive by NYSDEC. This tree has codominant

stems and is in poor health and structure. This tree has limited root space on the driveway side.

Poses risk to cars, structures and peopie, with potential to create unsafe inaccessibility

conditions.
4. Norway Maple-40" DBH-This species is considered invasive by NYSDEC. This tree is located along

the edge of the driveway with limited root space on the driveway side' This tree has extensive

decay at the base and is in poor health and structure with codominant stems. Poses risk to cars,

structures and people, with potential to create unsafe inaccessibility eonditions.

5. Black Cherry-18" DBH-Tree is located along the driveway with limited root space along the

driveway side. The driveway side of the tree has died back extensively and the tree would not

sur"..rive pruning. Poses risk to cars and people with the potential to create unsafu inaccessibilit'y

conditions.
6. Sassafras-20" DBH-3 trees that are dead and in poor structural condition, located to the left of

the neighbor's fence. Posing risk to peopie anci property.

7. Norway Maple-24" DBH-This species is considered invasive by the NYSDEC. The tree is located

along the driveway with limited root space on the driveway side. The tree has a large area of

decay at the base of the tree. The tree poses a risk to cars, people and surrounding neighbor's

property, with the potentialto create unsafe inaccessibility conditions.

8. Norway Maples-14", 14", & 16" DBH-This specles is considered invasive by the [{YSDEC. These

trees are located along the driveway with limited root space on the driveway side. These trees

are located within striking distance of the house and pose risk of fuilure to people, cars and the

structure.



The removal of the trees will not adversely affect the landscape. There are many trees in

this landscape and they will respond well to the newly available sunlight and water. The

homeowner's will be replacing the trees on a l":1 basis and the stumps will remain for slope

stabilization.

All work will be performed to ANSI A300 and ZL331.L standards and local laws & regulations.

I am a certified arborist. MY certification # is NY-6334A. Nothing in this document is to be construed

as a tree risk assessment.
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